Cut Scene
Phone rings at Trident, Motormouth answers. A modulated woman’s voice is heard on the other end of the phone, she says quickly “Hello?!?!? Who am I speaking too?” “This is Motormouth” “Where the hell have you all been?!?!?! I’ve been trying to reach you for hours! Don’t you all watch the news?!?!?! (frustrated sigh) Listen up Motormouth, this is the Oracle. We’ve got a situation. Gather your team and … damn, hang on a minute….” You hear what sounds like a headset being thrown down and rapid typing on a computer keyboard. As you strain to listen, you hear the woman speaking to someone else, “Damn it! Hawkman and Sentinel, come in. Hawkman, Sentinel come in. Change course and divert to Las Vegas. Captain Cold, Chillblaine, and the Icicle are turning it into a glacier. Supergirl and Jade, continue on your heading to Seattle and engage Metallo and Gorilla Grodd.” There is a silent pause. She speaks again, “Yes J’onn, I can hear you. Put him through. … okay … I understand. Good luck, all our hopes and prayers go with you… and Superman, please tell Nightwing I said … well, he’ll know.” After a brief moment, you hear the woman speak again. This time she sounds stronger, more determined and confident. “Attention all units, attention all units. The Justice League and the Titans have left the planet. I repeat the Justice League and the Titans have left the planet. They are in route for Warworld-Beta in orbit around Mars. They expect to engage Grayven’s forces within the next six hours. Stay sharp everyone, they’re going to try to do their part, but we’ve got to do ours. We’re playing for the whole enchilada this time.” You hear more furious typing, and then she picks back up the headset you’re on. “Motormouth, are you still there? … okay … put me on speaker phone so the whole team can hear me. You’ll need to gather your team and start searching Darian immediately. We’re dealing with supervillain attacks all over the world right now. There have been literally dozens of metahuman jailbreaks in the last 24 hours. These supervillain groups seem to be following an agenda. It may be a case of mass mind control, because their actions don’t follow the usual M.O. One theory is that Grayven has enslaved the telepathic Hector Hammond and is boosting his power with a replica of the Thinker Helmet. These villains have been collecting ancient artifacts and utilizing those pieces to power their Techno-seeds. Once constructed and activated, these Techno-seeds will become engines of devastation, turning Earth into a new Warworld for Grayven to present to his father, Darkseid. We have reason to suspect that Darian will be hit soon due to its geographic location and population base.

The Challengers by the Bay are protecting San Francisco, while the Power Company defends Los Angeles. The Great Lakes Challengers are covering Chicago and Detroit, Young Justice and the Doom Patrol are assisting in Europe, while the Justice Society is split up across the country. The original Flash has gathered other speedsters and is whisking through Asia. Each of these groups has encountered supervillains trying to construct these Techno-seeds. We’ll be protecting the Earth, while the Justice League and the Titans take the fight to Grayven in space. These groups of villains are setting up Techno-seeds all over the planet to convert Earth into Mongel’s new Warworld. Even if the JLA and Titans do their job, we’ve still got to do ours here on Earth. Just one of these Techno-seeds could take out a whole city and possibly spread across the entire globe. You’re on your own on this one. I’m sorry, but our forces are too thinly spread. You’ll be contacted with more information as necessary. Good luck.”

End of Cut Scene